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题范文专项练习】 Topic37：你是否同意按照程序办事永远都

好？ Topic37 Do you agree or disagree that progress is always good?

Use specific reasons and examples to support your answer.［托福参

看范文之一］Topic: 37Who would disagree with the statement

"progress is good"? Without progress, there would be no change.

Without progress, there would be no change in our economy, our

standard of living, or our health. Progress is required to keep the

economy moving forward. New products need to be developed. new

services need to be created. Without progress, our economy would

standstill. There would be no change. Without progress, there would

be no supermarkets with fresh produce brought in from all over the

world.Progress is required to improve our standard of living. Our

homes today are more efficient and use less natural resources thanks

to improvement in home construction techniques. Our clothes are

warmer and safer thanks to developments in textile manufacturing.

Our educational system is better thanks to the use of the computers

and the Internet.Progress is required to improve the health of the

world population. Without progress, there would be no vaccines

against deadly diseases like smallpox. Without progress, there would

be increased infant mortality. Thanks to progress, our lives are longer

and healthier.Progress is a natural state. Without it, we would not

evolve. Without it, our economy, our standard of living, and our



health would deteriorate. Who could deny the necessity of progress?

［托福参看范文之二］Is progress always good? Scientific progress

brings us many conveniences and advanced machines, such as

computers, automobiles, and so on. Progress seems to have made life

more simple and more comfortable. But if we analyze it carefully, we

will find that progress is not always good.Modern industry brings us

more convenient life. But at the same time, some problems appear.

For example, "the green-house effect" is a very serious problem that

scientists try to solve it as early as possible. It increases the earth

temperature and some icebergs melt and the sea level becomes higher

and higher gradually. Maybe someday the sea will swallow some big

cities nearby the sea. Progress enhances the product efficiency, but it

also brings us an other serious problem-pollution. Pollution is so

serious that ecological balance is damaged and many animals and

plants lose their living environment and become extinct eventually.

The air is polluted and it is not suitable for people. The water is also

polluted and people are facing deficiency of drinking water in some

countries.Progress makes the speed of life faster and faster because of

the usage of computers and automatic machines. People have to

work faster than before and it makes them nervous. More and more

physical and psychological problems disturb peoples life. Many

people do not have time for recreation.From the above statements, it

can be concluded that progress is not always good. It has its own

negative influences on our life. Maybe those problems can be solved
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